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Description: Star Traders Frontiers - another project of Trese Brothers that develops the distant future of their brand space universe. At this time, players will not only be waiting for excursions and boat-shaped activities in the vastness of the galaxy, but also for party role playing elements. As well as serious freedom in
choosing who will be the crew of the spacecraft. Wanderers in search of the unknown, traders rushing for a business, pirates searching the first two categories, mercenaries looking for robbers, and so on. At the same time, they expect a stressful team development team, pumping equipment and ammunition, and more.
Features: * Explore a rich, open universe: Discover countless procedurally generated galactic maps, meet unique characters, and take on enemies to conquer the galaxy! * Become an intergalactic captain: Play the role of a spy, smuggler, explorer, pirate, trader, bounty hunter, and more (total 26 jobs)! * Customize your
own spaceship: Choose from over 350 upgrades and 45 shells to build your own ship and venture across the entire expanse of space. Build and assemble a loyal crew: assign talents and equip each space crew member with special equipment. Star Traders Frontiers Apk (MOD, Unlimited Money/Cheat, Paid Free or Free
Shopping Latest Version 2020) Free Download For Android Under Here You Can Easily Play This New Game and Use Unlimited Coins, Upgrade Up to Max This Is Great for New Guys, here You Can Download The Official Apk Is 100% Safe, and This Star Traders Frontiers Apk Is Amazing Now Enjoy. Here you have to
work rushing guys. Download APK UpdatedDEC 07, 2020REQUIREMENTSANDROID &amp; iOS Apple Size88MBGet it on Facebook Twitter Pinterest Telegram WhatsappStar Traders Frontiers Apk (MOD, Unlimited Money/Cheat, Paid Free or Free Shopping Last version 2020) Download free for Android under here
you can easily play this new game and use unlimited coins, upgrade up to max this is great for new guys, here you can download the official apk is 100% sure, and this Star Traders Frontiers Apk is amazing now enjoy. Here you have to work rushing guys. Click here for more PremiumNew Premium Pro Games apps for
gamers You are the captain of a starship that ventures through a huge open universe. Customize your crew and take charge of your own ship's rudder as you explore a galaxy torn apart by internal conflicts, alien threats and political intrigue.Order your ship and crew like a space pirate, a trader, a bounty hunter and more
in Star Traders: Frontiers – an epic space RPG from Trese Brothers Games. Venture into a huge open universe, rich in adventure and star traders. Choose your riding path and command your custom crew and spaceship in an ever-evolving galaxy broken by internal conflicts, political intrigues and alien threats. You will
fly like a pirate terrorizing shipping routes, join the solar wars as a military captain, or pursue targets through the stars as a Bounty hunter? Android Support (4.1 and above) Ice Cream Sandwich (4.0 - 4.0.4),Jelly Bean (4.1 - 4.3.1),KitKat (4.4 - 4.4.4),Lollipop (5.0 - 5.1.1),Marshmallow (6.0 - 6.0.1),Nougat (7.1.0 –
7.1.1),Oreo (8.0-8.1), Pie(9.0) Солевые Солевые Солевые Солевые Солевые Солевые Солевые Сол Customize your crew and take command at the helm of your own ship as you explore a galaxy torn apart by internal conflicts, alien threats and political intrigue.Order your ship and crew as a space pirate, trader,
bounty hunter and more in Star Traders: Frontiers â€ an epic space RPG from Trese Brothers Games. Venture further into a massive open universe, rich with the adventure and lore of Star Traders. Choose your path by assembling and commanding your custom crew and spaceship in an ever-evolving galaxy broken by
internal conflicts, political intrigues, and alien threats. Will you fly like a pirate who terrorizes shipping, join solar wars as a military captain, or chase targets over the stars like a fearsome bounty hunter?– Explore a rich and open universe: Discover endlessly generated galactic maps, meet unique characters and take your
enemies to conquer the galaxy! - Become an intergalactic captain: Get on the role of a spy, smuggler, explorer, pirate, trader, bounty hunter, and more (26 jobs in total)! - Customize your own spaceship: Choose from more than 350 upgrades and 45 hull ship to build your very own ship to venture across vast expanses of
space. – Assemble and adapt a loyal crew: Assign talents and equip specialized equipment to each spacecraft crew member. – Experience an ever-changing narrative: Decide to make friends or enemies with other factions and influence political, economic and personal vendettas. – Model the crew after your choices: As
you make your decisions and set the tone for your ship, the crew will grow and change to match. Destroy enemy ships with all hands on deck and your crew will become bloodthirsty and wild. Explore distant worlds and prey dangerous wilderness and your crew will become intrepid and intelligent... or scarred and half
crazy. – Various difficulty options! Play with save slots to try different builds or stories or turn on permadeath character and enjoy the classic roguelike experience - Achievement Unlocks: realize story and challenge targets to unlock optional additional (but not better) content as new startup ships and new starting
contactsFirst there was Exodus â€ when survivors of a great war left the ruins of Galactic Core behind in search of a new home in search of a new home in the Scattered worlds have been claimed at the edge of the galaxy. Each pocket of survivors held on to an isolated set of worlds while trying to rebuild under the great
law of Shalun. Three centuries later, technology brought them together again. The discovery of hyperwarp has bridged the long-lost distant colonies. Time. and political factions. With this reunification came great economic prosperity. Hyperwarp restored freight, cargo, and technologies between dials â€ but also brought
great conflict. Political rivalries were rekindled, blood was spilled into old conflicts, and the fires were fueled. In the midst of internal political struggles, a ruthless revolution is on the rise â€ and the fervent explorers of hyperwarp have awakened something that was better left asleep. Our first game, Star Traders RPG, took
hundreds of thousands of players in an interstellar adventure. Star Tradesâ€ ™ success and an extremely positive receiving majority helped launch Trese Brothers Games. It was our communityâ€™'s star-crossed captains who put us on a trajectory to share more of our worlds, ideas, and dreams. We set out to capture
the loneliness, courage and camaraderie of people living together in a spaceship sailing over the stars. It is with great pride that after releasing four other games in the Star Traders universe, weâ€™ have created a sequel to the original Star Traders RPG. Step on to the bridge of your ship, take to the stars, and create
your own story in Star Traders: Frontiers. Content: You are the captain of a starship that ventures into a huge open universe. Customize your crew and take command of your own ship as you explore a galaxy torn apart by internal conflicts, alien threats and political intrigue. Features: * Explore a rich and open universe:
discover infinitely generated galactic maps, meet unique characters and face enemies to conquer the galaxy! * Become an intergalactic captain: assume the role of spy, smuggler, explorer, pirate, trader, bounty hunter and more (26 jobs in total)! * Customize your spaceship: Choose from more than 350 upgrades and 45
coke to build your boat to venture into vast expanses of space. * Assemble and customize a loyal crew: assign talents and special equipment to each spacecraft crew member. To this day, the universe has always been something mysterious that people still can't answer. Why is that? Because it is so large, there are
things and phenomena that do not follow any physical law. Therefore, this topic is interested in many game developers and put their ideas into it. Have you ever wondered what's going on with the other universe? Is there an alien creature humans have ever predicted? Find your answer with Star Traders: Frontiers! Story
The Star Traders: Frontiers is a role-playing game in which you become the captain of a spaceship. Outside the Earth, there are millions of lives in existence. They found the intense life of the Earth and created a plot to invade it. As captain, taking on the task of protecting the Earth from external dangers, you cannot
leave them in You will begin your journey to respond to the attack from strangers. To play In this game, you will be assigned a lot of tasks to perform, the more you explore, explore, the more it will go into the plot. You know mysteries, but at the same time, you meet with much more danger. Not only earth, but other
planets have life, and they're not as friendly as we thought. You will face the kings and alien princes, along with their army and enter the warship. The system will give you a default ship, so you manage and develop it yourself. Upgrade your ship, equip us, most advanced weapons, and recruit crew fighters with you to
fight. Although the main factor involved in battle battles is ships, this game also appreciates character, because sometimes you have to land on the surface of the planets, and perform actions. The crew you recruit has combat skills, strengths, weaknesses and personal ambitions. Although you're the captain, you can't
work without teammates. So recruit and train them with the ability to control the ship and fight enemies in the future. In terms of gameplay mechanics, the game is part of the basic tower category. You and the enemy will attack one at a time until one side is damaged and can no longer fight. Each time your turn comes, an
interface of combat skills and support elements will appear. You need to choose the combat mode, then hit the end turn to damage the enemy. Star Traders: Borders are also tactical, so each turn of your choice should be carefully selected to win. Every time the game ends, you'll get a bonus. Use this money to
customize the ship, buy weapons, and upgrade them for greater damage. Graphics Star Traders: Frontiers background quite simple 2D graphics, build battle scene takes place in outer space where planets and stars. The player not only controlled his ship, but also saw the fantastic scenery because of the bright stars on
the dark universe. In addition, the choice of tones is also very subtle, creating a scene that is somewhat artistic and mysterious. Mysterious.
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